C# Programmer/Tester Wanted Now

Role and Responsibilities
You will work with a team of programmers and scientists at the Lloyd Smith Group in the Chemistry Department, developing a scientific software package. This is an hourly appointment requiring a commitment of 20-30 hours per week. Work times are flexible, but routine face-to-face meetings are expected. The hourly wage is $10.25 per hour. We are looking for a candidate who will
- Improve unit testing quality and increase the tested code coverage
- Address clearly defined software issues
- Improve GUI usability
- Implement new features
- Assist us in building a deployment infrastructure, such as deploying to a cloud, creating signed assemblies, packaging in an installer, etc.

Requirements
- Object-oriented programming experience
- Basic algorithms and data structures knowledge, such as Binary Searches, Arrays, Hash Tables, etc.

Preferred Skills
The ideal candidate would have experience with
- C# programming
- Software Unit Testing
- Git

Applying
Please apply at solntsev@wisc.edu
See our projects at https://github.com/smith-chem-wisc/